I. Introduction

Contract
 Aniem v. Said Wachidin.case.No.235/1953 .Pdt,.dated.13.August.1958 PT Dhaseng, PT Interland and Mediarto Prawiro,.case.No.3264.K/Pdt/1992.dated.28.August.1996,.the A.recital.clause.is.also.important.to.confirm.how.important.some.term. and.condition..For.example.in.premise.or.whereas.clause.it.is.mentioned.that. the.buyer.is.doing.business.in.making.high.technology.component..This.kind.of. business.demand.precisely.specification.that.mere.deviation.will.cause.defected. product. and. under. standard.. This. recital. clause. explains. that 
